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Street Sweeping vehicleS
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MOBilitY FOr peOple
KirchhOFF grOUp

Ever since automobiles have existed, we 

have been developing, producing and 

supplying metal structures and now hybrid 

structures to the automotive industry. Star-

ting as a manufacturer of single parts, we 

have meanwhile become an internationally 

recognized developer and supplier of mod-

ules and body shell components. KIRCHHOFF 

Automotive gives vehicles worldwide that 

extra bit of stability and safety. 

For a quarter of a century, the REHA brand 

has dedicated itself to producing made-

to-measure cars for people with mobility 

limitations. With one simple promise: 

“We make ‘almost’ anyone auto-mobile.” 

Today, REHA Group Automotive offers 

comprehensive market coverage in both 

Germany and Poland. 

WITTE is a leading manufacturer of high-

quality hand tools. Active for 225 years, 

the key to the company’s more recent 

success is the ergonomic design of its pro-

ducts. WITTE was one of the first manu-

facturers in the world to drive innovation 

with new shapes and materials. WITTE 

is a premium manufacturer in European 

markets.

FAUN is synonymous with long-lasting, 

reliable waste collection vehicles and per-

fectly designed sweepers for the economi-

cal cleaning of streets and public places. 

The 160-year company tradition portrays 

a history of consistently new technical in-

novation combined with the highest de-

gree of reliability. 

technOlOgY thAt 
gOeS UnDer the SKin

MOBilitY thAt 
FAScinAteS   

perFectiOn 
with A grip

StABilitY thAt 
lAStS lOnger

We move future. Over four generations, for 225 years, the KIRCHHOFF Group has been pursu-

ing its goal of providing more mobility for people. People all over the world. Safe mobility for 

both manufacturers and users of vehicles. Individual mobility for all those faced with mobility 

restrictions. Innovative mobility for the operators, drivers and loaders of waste 

collection, road sweeping and sewer cleaning vehicles and thus freedom for mobility in a clean 

environment. Ergonomics for those working with a perfect grip on hand tools. Mobility and a 

bright future for our clients, our employees and trainees worldwide as well as for our families. 

My sons and myself have pledged ourselves to achieving this goal.

The owner family :                Arndt. G. Kirchhoff                Dr. Johannes F. Kirchhoff           Dr. Jochen F. Kirchhoff            J. Wolfgang Kirchhoff



Individual solutions in fully industri-

alized, economical production

FAUN waste collection vehicles are as va-

ried as the range of tasks they perform 

daily at their operational sites. At five  

internationally situated locations, FAUN 

configures vehicles individually tailored to 

suit the specific requirements of each cus-

tomer – at optimal cost in industrial pro-

duction structures. This combination of 

customized production and the selection 

of high-quality materials guarantee reli- 

able vehicles with long working lives.

Low logistics unit costs through 

constant innovation

Due to single-minded research and a 

constant high level of investment, we are 

able to satisfy all requirements on quality, 

reliability and innovation in close coope-

ration with our customers. It is the high-

performance loading systems combined 

with innovative operating units and the 

above-average resale value due to sound 

workmanship and robust construction 

that make FAUN vehicles more economi-

cal for the customer in real terms.

Worldwide availability, 

advice and service

A comprehensive, worldwide network 

of about 100 traders and service points 

ensures easy access to the entire range 

of FAUN services. The 500 well-trained 

service specialists in direct proximity to 

customers know exactly what to do and 

provide ideal vehicle care and mainte-

nance. FAUN vehicles have been highly 

regarded over decades for their value 

retention, their high availability and their 

economical operation.

Quality and depth of service ensure 

industrial leadership

Many years ago, FAUN was solely a pro-

ducer of robust municipal vehicles. Today, its 

own service departments and subsidiaries 

ensure a high degree of service quality and 

after-sales service. Whether financing or 

leasing, rental, logistical advice, or weighing 

systems, FAUN supplies you with a whole lot 

more than just reliable vehicles.

inDiviDUAl ecOnOMicAl AvAilABle vAlUABle

rOBUSt. ecOnOMicAl. lASting vAlUe.
FAUn

Grimma plant, Germany



prODUctiOn plAntS thrOUghOUt eUrOpe
FAUn – neArBY wherever YOU Are

In a sense of responsibility for the world of 
tomorrow, both customers and staff have 
made FAUN the European market leader. 
The customer can choose from a complete 
range of robust waste collection vehicles 
and sweepers including all the additional 
services it requires from one single source.

The FAUN Group comprises five production 
plants located at Osterholz-Scharmbeck 

and Grimma in Germany; Valence in 
France, Llangefni in the United King-
dom and Zurich in Switzerland and 
currently employs a workforce of over 
1,000 people.

The Group’s precise and consistent strate-
gy of investment in leading-edge industrial 
production methods has created long-term 
security for the future of all FAUN custo-

mers and staff with international plants 
located close to its key markets. In 
particular, the FAUN main production 
facility in Osterholz-Scharmbeck was 
built on 30,000 m2 in 2002 in order 
to manufacture state-of-the-art waste 
disposal vehicles with the lowest Total 
Cost of Ownership for our customers.
2007 FAUN Viatec moved to a new pro-
duction plant with 5,000 m2 in total.

Valence, France   Llangefni, United KingdomOsterholz-Scharmbeck, Germany Grimma, Germany   



Quality promotes trust!

Installed on a range of series-built chassis, 

our tried and tested, high-quality sweeping 

systems, such as the patented air circulation 

system, provide both first-class performance 

and outstanding operational reliability. At 

the same time, the vehicles are designed to 

achieve the lowest total cost of ownership in 

the course of their service lives.

Solutions that suit your needs!

We attach great importance to developing 

new solutions for a widely varying range 

of problems. FAUN not only provides its 

customers with vehicles made to meet the 

toughest of road sweeping requirements, we 

also design customized products for difficult 

operations, for instance in steel mills, at coal 

mining sites or at construction sites and air-

ports, etc. The resulting technical solutions 

always evolve as a result of close cooperation 

with our customers.

Higher standards with the latest 

technology!

Our developments always lead the 

way. We apply technical solutions that 

address current environmental issues 

such as noise minimization, particulate 

matter reduction (PM10), fuel economy 

or compliance with safety certifications 

(GS certificate for tested safety). With 

the integrated FILTAIR option the air cir-

culation system emits only two percent, 

i.e. 1/50 of the PM10 mass emitted by 

conventional sweeper systems.

QUAlitY    SOlUtiOnS     technOlOgY 

FAUN sweepers are capable of dealing with every cleaning task, whether you need a street 

sweeper for everyday duties, an airfield sweeper for keeping the runways clear or an agile 

vehicle for keeping smaller areas looking spic and span. The VIAJET range of models and the 

TERRAJET help you perform every type of sweeping job to perfection. The innovative ideas 

built into every FAUN sweeper make sure you work with top-quality vehicles in terms of effici-

ency, emission values, quality and versatility.

with FAUn SweeperS
eFFective Street cleAning

rOBUSt. ecOnOMicAl. lASting vAlUe.



The FAUN-VIAJET 4 is a small, flexible, 
powerful sweeper with a 4 m³ body. It 
is quiet, compact and highly maneuve-     
rable, making it an ideal sweeping solution 
for inner city areas, especially due to its 
capability to unload into re fuse collection 
vehicles by a high mounted breakover 
point of the body. It is also capable of 
speeds up to 90 km/h, greatly minimizing 
driving time between usage sites and 
the waste depot.

The VIAJET 4 is equipped with the 
proven FAUN air circulation system as 
standard. This means that 70% of the 
air taken in remains in circulation and 
only 30% is ejected from the sweeper. 
The suctioned air serves to agitate the 
sweepings, improving the ability of the 
air current to take in and filter out the 
dirt. The FAUN air circulation system 
significantly reduces dust emissions, 
makes for better cleaning and also mi-

nimizes water consumption. Less water 
also means less total weight, resul-
ting in lower fuel consumption and a 
higher payload. 

As an alternative, the VIAJET 4 can 
also be equipped with a mechanical 
intake unit. This makes the body en-
gine unnecessary, which in turn helps 
the sweeper to save fuel and operate 
even more quietly. It also reduces the 

vehicle’s unladen weight when com-
pared with other compact sweepers 
with- out affecting loading capacity.

viAJet 4

A SerieS OF cleAn SweepS

l  STANDARD CHASSIS

l  ECONOMICAL

l  WELL-THOUGHT-OUT SWEEPING CONCEPT



viAJet 5

The FAUN VIAJET 5 is the perfect solution 
for sweeping duties in urban areas. The 
narrow body, 2.3 meters in width, is an 
advantage when operating in inner city 
districts. Due to its short wheelbase, the 
VIAJET 5 has a tight turning circle that 
makes sweeping possible in almost every 
situation. Its standard hydrostatic drive 
system facilitates sweeping in difficult 
areas where slow speeds are required. 
At the same time, distances between 
the working area and the emptying site 
can be quickly covered as the vehicle can 

reach maximum speeds of 90 km/h. The 
VIAJET 5 also demonstrates its efficiency 
when it comes to gritting work. Due to 
the effect of its longer suction time, the 
special patented V-shaped suction shaft 
conveys the sweepings to a point directly 
beneath the straight suction pipe, thus 
guaranteeing a very high collection rate. 
The spacious, smooth dirt collector has a 
low design that enables the container to 
be easily and thoroughly emptied once 
the sweeper has finished its round. The 
VIAJET 5 has no auxiliary engine, which 

means it saves fuel and makes less noise 
as it sweeps. Compared to other compact 
sweepers, it has a lower overall weight 
but the same loading volume.

l  COMPACT bODy WITH HIGH CHASSIS INTEGRATION

l  HIGH SUCTION CAPAbILITy

l  TIGHT TURNING CIRCLE

FAUn’S BrOOMS Sweep cleAner



viAJet 6 / 7

The FAUN-VIAJET 6/7 is available in body 
sizes of 6 cubic meter and 7 cubic meter 
and is the best guarantee for clean streets 
and well-kept public places. Even tough 
challenges around road works are no 
problem for this durable vehicle. State-of-
the-art FAUN technology combined with 
clever ideas for variable application make 
the VIAJET both a trendsetting and profi-
table investment for any vehicle fleet. 

Flexibility in all directions: if required, 
the sweeper can be equipped with disc 
brushes, suction and blowing shafts on 
the left, on the right or even on both       
sides. Very quiet with plenty of power, the 
VIAJET is built to do all the “dirty work”. 
And thanks to its well coordinated water 
system the VIAJET is also suitable for co-
vering long distances. 

Apart from its high degree of effective-
ness and mature technology full of good 
ideas right down to the last detail, the 
sweeper also features great economy 
and ecological compatibility. Its central-
ized control panel gives the driver easy 
access to all of the vehicle’s functions and 
clearly displays all essential information.

l  3 DRIVE CONCEPTS

l  FAUN AIR CIRCULATION SySTEM

l  MOST EXTENSIVE RANGE OF EQUIPMENT AND ACCESSORIES

A MAtter OF gOOD Sweeping



viAJet 6 / 7 FiltAir

nOBODY DOeS it cleAner

The FAUN VIAJET 6/7 FILTAIR meets all 
requirements of the VIAJET 6/7. The 
VIAJET 6/7 FILTAIR is characterized by 
its integrated filter in the roof section 
that enables the sweeper to achieve 
excellent results in the filtering of 
fine particulate matter. During the 
sweeping process the suction nozzle 
takes in everything, including those 
fine particles that are invisible to the 
naked eye. The filter ensures that par-
ticularly these particles that can also 

be a danger to public health are al-
most entirely captured in the dirt coll-
ector. The filtering takes place within 
the dirt collector itself, effectively 
protecting the entire air circulation 
system from wear and tear, including 
the blower. The VIAJET 6/7 FILTAIR 
does its job with an absolutely mini-
mal use of water, which means the 
sweeper can continue working for 
far longer periods. The filter is conti-
nuously cleaned with compressed air 

while the vehicle is sweeping. During 
this process the filter cake is deposi-
ted into the rough sweepings. Neither 
personnel nor the environment are at 
risk because the fine particulate mat-
ter is then emptied together with the 
coarse material.

l THE DUST-EATER

l FAUN AIR CIRCULATION SySTEM

l FILTER SySTEM FOR REDUCING FINE PARTICULATE MATTER



viAJet 9

The FAUN VIAJET 9 large-capacity 
sweeper is a powerful machine es-
pecially designed for heavy-duty use 
in road construction. Many of the 
vehicle’s details, such as the very 
high dirt collector, were specially 
designed for optimally picking up 
loosely ground or milled material. 
Its height prevents an excessive flow 
velocity, which could carry away the 
sweepings again as the load accumu-
lates. The smooth sides of the body 

make it possible to empty the con-
tainer effectively even if the material, 
such as loose or ground building was-
te, is heavily compacted. Moreover, 
the sweeper’s body is equipped with 
one of the most powerful suction tur-
bines available on the market. With a 
suction intake capacity of more than 
32,000 m³/h the vehicle is capable of 
picking up all kinds of waste mate-
rial with great reliability. The various 
sweeping and dirt-collecting systems 

can also be optimally combined with 
each other. The design of the optio-
nal rear suction unit avoids the typical 
weak spots of an underbody rear suc-
tion system because the sweepings 
are fed in through the tailgate, which 
makes emptying, cleaning and main-
tenance far easier to perform.
The VIAJET 9 is, of course, also fitted 
with all the other innovative design 
characteristics you would expect to 
find in every FAUN sweeper, such as 

the variable air circulation system for 
reducing dust, the extremely light-
weight and robust plastic water tanks 
and the energy-efficient, pneumati-
cally driven double-membrane water 
pumps.

l EXTREMELy HIGH SUCTION CAPAbILITy

l  ADVANCED ONE-ENGINE DRIVE CONCEPT

l POWERFUL HyDROSTAT

the heAvY-DUtY clASS



the pOwer tO cleAn the lArgeSt SUrFAceS

terrAJet

For safe takeoffs and landings, runways 
have to be free: free of dirt, sand, wind-
blown leaves, large puddles and some-
times even snow. Capable of sweeping 
speeds up to 40 km/h, the TERRAJET is 
also ideally suitable for cleaning highways. 
Optionally available side brushes provide 
a sweeping width of 3.40 meters. 

The FAUN-TERRAJET sweeps with great 
safety and cleanliness. Its proven concept 
features a combination of great reliabili-
ty and simplicity. The centerpiece of the 
TERRAJET is its high-performance blo-
wer, driven by a strong 6-cylinder engine 
available in sizes from 130 to 170 kW. 
The high sweeping performance of the 
TERRAJET is due to the innovative FAUN 

air circulation system: the suctioned dirt 
particles are bound with water spray and 
deposited in the dirt catcher by centri-
fugal force. The major part of the practically 
dust-free air current is fed back into the 
sweeping unit at the rear and reused 
for blowing. The circulation then begins 
anew. With this solution FAUN offers its 
customers environmentally friendly and 

low-maintenance technology keeping 
service costs to a minimum.

l  84,000 m2 CLEANED SPACE PER HOUR

l  INDIVIDUALLy ADJUSTAbLE SWEEPING UNIT

l  DE-ICING AGENT WITH THE HELP OF OPTIONALLy  
 SWITCHAbLE LIQUID INTAKE



A vehicle fleet is not only a capital commitment; it also costs an enormous amount of time to 

maintain. Time which you can make far better use of in your core field of expertise – a good 

reason to work together with FAUN-Service. The FAUN-Services company is your professional 

service provider for vehicle fleets in the waste disposal industry. We are your workshop as 

well as your leasing and rental agreement service partner. We offer you every assistance from 

financing to servicing, maintenance and repair.

FAr MOre thAn JUSt Sweeper BODieS...
FAUn-Service

USeD vehicleSrentAl leASing/FinAncing Service AgreeMentS

Unexpected vehicle downtimes can be a real 

nightmare – but not with FAUN! We provide 

our customers with rapidly available vehicles 

at fair terms and conditions – whether rear 

loader, side loader, front loader or sweeper 

– for one day, one week or even longer. This 

service enables you to reduce your fleet of re-

serve vehicles and cut costs in the long term.

Long-term service agreements are quickly 

becoming a thing of the past. The economic 

service lives of the vehicles are often signifi-

cantly longer than the terms of customer ag-

reements. We tailor the terms of FAUN finan-

cing, leasing and rental concepts exactly to 

suit the length of time you need the vehicle.

Fixed and therefore calculable costs are 

the reliable key to operating profitably. 

With FAUN service agreements we offer 

fixed maintenance and repair costs for the 

vehicle of your choice. This strategy redu-

ces your entrepreneurial risk and increases 

safety at the same time. Thus you can gu-

arantee fixed fees and grow your profits in 

the long term with FAUN.

Even after many years of constant hard 

work, a real FAUN still retains its market 

value. This is not only an argument when 

purchasing a FAUN vehicle. We are happy 

to buy back your used vehicles – and not 

only if you purchase a new one. We also 

offer attractive used vehicles with stable 

value. Visit our used vehicles market at 

www.FAUN.com for current offers.

you can find the current FAUN locations online at: www.FAUN.com 

or by using the following response code:

FAUn AlSO neAr YOU?

Just photograph it with your mobile 

phone and off you go!


